**RYC 03 - SUBIACO OVAL, PERTH - 18.10.03**

**Match Facts**

Supplied by COMPUTACENTER and recorded under the guidance and direction of FRED HOWARD who objectively reports on ALL decisions made by the Match Officials.

---

**Try** | **PenTry** | **Conversions** | **Penalties**
--- | --- | --- | ---
WILKINSON - Penalty | 0 | 0 | 0

**Phases of Play**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scrums Won</th>
<th>Lineouts Won</th>
<th>Pens Conceded</th>
<th>Freekick Conceded</th>
<th>Mauls Won</th>
<th>Ruck and Pass</th>
<th>Ball Won</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | HT | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | In Open Play |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | In Opponent's 22 |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | At Set Pieces |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Turnovers Won |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Gainline Carried |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Gainline Kicked |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Gainline Efficiency % |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Possession Kicked |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Errors from Kicks |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Kicks to Touch |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Tackles Made |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Percentage Missed |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Offloads in Tackle |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Offloads / Tackled |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Total Errors Made |
KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - PenMiss | KOEN - Penalty | KOEN - Penalty | Errors / Ball Won |

**Minutes in Possession**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Mins in Opponent's Half</th>
<th>Minutes in Possession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
KOEN - PenMiss | 25:25 | 1:10:45 |
KOEN - PenMiss | 22:30 | 2:12:20 |

**Mins in Opponent's Half**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Mins in Opponent's Half</th>
<th>Minutes in Possession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
KOEN - PenMiss | 25:25 | 1:10:45 |
KOEN - PenMiss | 22:30 | 2:12:20 |

**Most Missed Tackles**

| Lewsey | 3 |
| Wilkinson | 2 |

**Most Off-Loads**

| Lewsey | 2 |
| Wilkinson | 1 |

**Most Errors**

| Thompson | 4 |
| Lewsey | 3 |

---

**Team Statistics**

Gainline Carried -
Gainline Kicked -
Gainline Efficiency % -
Possession Kicked 111
Errors from Kicks 25
Kicks to Touch 6
Tackles Made 8
Percentage Missed 11%
Offloads in Tackle 10%
Total Errors Made 28
Errors / Ball Won 31%

Minutes in Possession

1:10:45 | 2:12:20

Mins in Opponent's Half

1:25:25 | 2:22:30
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